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Talk about brainwashing, indoctrination and fear mongering!
Some national and international elitists, money changers, power
brokers, the United Nations, Europe, socialists, radical
environmentalists and the one-world-order crowd, aided and
abetted by a news media that has lost any semblance of
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journalism ethics, have perpetrated one of the greatest frauds in the
civilized history of mankind. But worse, the American government, at
every level, who are supposedly constrained by our Constitution and
every American politician who espouses, supports or endorses this
nonsense, is complicit in this fraud and the propaganda that
propagates it.
Little kids are scared to death that the boogie-man of Man-Cause
Global Warming is going to flood their homes, kill their parents and
leave them destitute, hungry, homeless and all alone. Disenfranchised
and unrepresented rural American landowners have lost virtually all of
their property rights, due to draconian environmental land use
regulations ..... regulations that are based on another fraud, that we
must protect every damn wetland in existence today, even if the
wetland was caused by man in the first place. It is a fraud for one very
basic reason that no one ever mentions. Just a short 10,000 years
ago in geologic time, one-third of the Earth's surface was covered by
an ice sheet over one mile thick. Underneath that ice there were no
lakes, streams, rivers, or wetlands and there was little to any wildlife
whatsoever. Somehow the Earth managed to survive without all those
wetlands and it will continue to survive whether we save wetlands or
not. In fact, the Earth will even survive the miniscule effect that
mankind inflicts upon it. Did you know that man's foot print on the
North American Continent is less than 5% of the total land mass. And
that foot print took over 200 years to materialize. Don't you think that if
that foot print rose to 10% over the next 200 years, there would still be
a whole lot of land left for the wild creatures and all their little
creatures?
And no, man is not causing global warming, in spite of the unmitigated
lies you are being fed, by those who are hell-bent on controlling you.
This same fraud, perpetrated by government and special interest
groups, is forcing inefficient wind and solar power energy sources upon
us, that require more fossil fuel energy to build, require huge
government subsidies to be viable at all and represent a insignificant
fraction of the total energy we consume. In the meantime the policies
from this fraud are sucking the energy needed to keep our economy
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humming by very efficient sources of energy from hydro, nuclear, oil,
coal and natural gas, and they are being seriously inhibited or
prohibited all together. A country without sufficient energy is a thirdworld country, subject to all the vagaries of third-world countries and
banana republics.
And this insanity about outlawing incandescent light bulbs and
replacing them with very environmentally unfriendly, mercury-laced,
fluorescent bulbs that require special, expensive disposal handling, is
beyond any reason or common sense. Who are these people who
make these off-the-wall decisions?
Now you may think that we are against environmental stewardship, but
you would be wrong. Our motto is:

Protecting the Environment is Laudable.
Trashing the Constitution to do it is treasonous.
So In celebration of this fraud and communist propaganda that is
"Earth Day", we are increasing our carbon foot print and turning on
every light in our home and business. We will not fall prey to
worldwide propaganda and unbridled hysteria, because those in
power, who want to control every aspect of our lives and are the very
perpetrators of the fraud and the propaganda, says its so. Americans
must choose. Will they be the marionettes controlled by the almighty
government, or will they be the puppeteer that pulls the "strings" ON
government?
Wake up Americans, or you will find yourself in chains, if you aren't
already.

Ron Ewart, President
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RURAL LANDOWNERS
P. O. Box 1031, Issaquah, WA 98027
425 222-4742 or 1 800 682-7848
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(Fax No. 425 222-4743)
Website: www.narlo.org
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